2002 745li

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the 7 Series. Overview Overview
Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Rear wheel drive Transmission
6-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 4.
Power Feature Power Feature Power mirrors yes Reverse tilt passenger mirror provides curb
view when vehicle in reverse yes 4 one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door
locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation clock yes external temperature
display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions 12
-way power passenger seat yes bucket front seats yes height adjustable passenger seat yes
height adjustable driver seat yes Passenger seat with manual adjustable lumbar support yes
Front shoulder room Front leg room Driver seat with manual adjustable lumbar support yes 14
-way power driver seat yes leather yes. Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo
capacity Length Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient 0. Height
EPA interior volume cu. Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the 7 Series.
Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes
MacPherson strut front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Free Maintenance 3 yr. Basic 4 yr.
Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 6 yr. Roadside 4 yr. Inventory See 7 Series Inventory. Sign Up. See 7 Series
Inventory. Remember when Palm Pilots became all the rage? Flocks of people bought the
personal digital assistants because they proved so handy, but a fair share of folks just had to be
the first on the block with the latest in hip technology. As for the rest of the people on earth,
well, to them, a Rolodex and a calendar do the job just fine. Two camps, peacefully coexisting,
the world still turning. What does this have to do with new flagship, the i? The new 7 â€” a
technological tour de force known within BMW as the E65 â€” appeals a bit too strongly to the
first camp, those computer-friendly folks who relish the thought of navigating their way through
multiple menus to control various functions in their cars. At the same time, though, BMW needs
to make sure there's enough large sporting sedan lurking beneath all the software to satisfy the
traditional BMW buyer. By now you may know about iDrive , January. Standard on all cars
worldwide, it features a single control knob on the center console part computer mouse, part
video-game joystick that operates numerous functions not critical to driving the car. These
range from the stereo system, air conditioning and navigation to the telephone, emergency
services and onboard computer. Equally accessible to the driver and front passenger, iDrive
reduces the number of switches and buttons on the dash because various electronic menus
appear only as needed on the dash's color monitor. Problem is, even after studying the i's thick
owner's manual, it can be downright difficult â€” and frustrating â€” to accomplish some
intended iDrive tasks. Take, for example, the stereo. If you want to change to a radio station
that's not one of your presets, here's what you must do: Tug the controller back, rotate it
clockwise two clicks, depress it, rotate it clockwise two more clicks, depress it again and then,
finally, rotate the knob to your desired station. Got it? That's six steps â€” assuming you know
the right path â€” all while looking at the display instead of the road ahead. Clearly, the "i" in
iDrive does not stand for "intuitive," and although BMW does warn the driver to use the system
only when traffic permits, who really believes we Americans will obey? Just look at the link
between cell-phone usage and bone-headed driving. Online Services Editor and Palm Pilot
owner Kim Wolfkill, who took a few days to get comfortable with iDrive, says the "user
interface" how often are those words used with a car? A good system should do just the
opposite. We suspect not. As for us, we'd rather spend time driving the new i; after all, BMWs
are famous for how they drive, not for elegantly uncluttered dashboards. And on the road, the
new i does not disappoint. Although it tips the scales at a none-too-svelte lb. In fact, in spite of
the weight and its size the car is 1. Most noteworthy is a And with four monstrous brake rotors
on call, each measuring more than Aided by ABS, electronic proportioning and a system that
applies full stopping power the moment panic braking is sensed, the i stops from 80 mph in
only ft. On the highway, the i gobbles up great distances with uncanny ease, making 90 mph
feel like 60, thanks to a vaultlike structure, ultra-quiet cabin and a silent but powerful 4-cam 4.
This bhp engine shares a bore and stroke with the engine it replaces, but that's about all. The
block, made from silicon-impregnated aluminum, is capped by double VANOS heads that
steplessly vary intake and exhaust timing to broaden the powerband and reduce emissions.
Another variable element is a new intake manifold whose two internal helical elements are
rotated by a servo to find the ideal intake length from 8. Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type
keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Building the Perfect Race-Car Driver. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From New Cars. Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. I have not negotiated any transaction with
them, yet. But, someone did get back to me promptly. That person was courteous in the

exchange and they actually schooled me a little bit on the different option packages and how
they have changed over the years. I would have no problem doing business with these people.
They said no, come on. I got there the car is a total loss. I would rate this dealership as a Zero!
Nice staff just poor customer service. They were very good.. At the time I was there, the office
was lightly staffed. The agent was polite and knowledgeable about the inventory. There is a little
"3rd World" awkwardness, but nothing to really subtract from decent quality of service, just be
understanding of an alternate sense of urgency. They're OK, but need a part-time auto detailer.
Verified buyer, had a great experience, fast and easy plus got a great deal on my vehicle. The
salesperson told me the car was completely gone over and in good mechanical condition. He
also said the only thing it needs is tires. The first thing I did was check the oil and it was filthy. I
took the SUV go a test drive.. I took car around block and brought it back. I would not suggest
buying a car from this dealer! Dealer was great having look over the vehicle and test drive. No
hassle at all. Great experience but was not what we were looking for. Very responsive guys. On
January 23, I visited Triumph auto group to negotiate a toyota prius, Artur and his partner were
very kind, I liked the professionalism and sincerity and I decided to buy the vehicle with which I
am satisfied, just waiting for the glass cleaning system to be installed front which they ordered
from the toyota dealer because it needed to be replaced, very responsible, I recommend them
for anyone who wants to buy a car. Excellent easy process. Really good prices on their vehicles
and nice vehicles. Go check it out. Guys were nice thought the fact there was not a 30 day
warranty was not good. Didnt get offered what I thought my trade in was worth. Our daughter is
happy with her first car purchase. Dealer responded immediately and was very informative I
didn't proceed because vehicle over priced.. I buy this vehicule, the manager David? I don't
remember his name he is a good person I could make business with him again, buy the young
guy there, he need more experience in all ways. Other than that good experience. Called back
the day after I contacted and emailed me the info on the car I was looking at. Great Dealer,
Honest guy and a high level of customer service. As all things in the Bay Area, cars are very
overpriced. I didn't buy from here. If I found something at a fair price, I'm sure it would be a a
good purchase experience. I didn't get this car but I got another one and the service was great
highly recommended checking this lot out if you are in need of a car. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Sarrah. Mesa, AZ Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Private
Seller: Charles. Private Seller: John. Request Information. Image Not Available. I like the body
style and color and the fact it a New Car. But Im not to happy with its pricing because tho its a
Beautiful car its still just that a Car and it should be price as a Home with payments more than a
Mortgage. Because unlike a House when purchase the value of it depreciation so quickly unlike
the purchase of a Home. Enjoyed my GT more as an all around car.. Need more storage in car all
features are good but regret not getting SUV a bit. Car is a great driving vehicle a bit soft in
suspension in normal setting, but good smooth quiet power. I love this car and it has almost all
the features I was looking for. I also think it priced right but the only thing it is missing is the
LED roof feature. I would definitely compare it to the Audi and Mercedes. Why Use CarGurus? I
had the i for 10 years and at only 80 thousand miles, i finally decided to get rid of it. Fortunately,
I sold it for a pretty good price and I was being very honest to the guy who bought it about the
problems I had with the car before they were fixed. I love the driving and I do agree that it's very
addictive and this is why it took me so long to sell it. But, after 6 years, it started to need my
attention and i have not stop paying money to keep it running in good shape. I had 3 oil leaks,
coolant problems, vacuum failed twice, power window, shade, door lock, power button for the
seat etc After 7 years of ownership, finally had enough of the continual issues with this car and
traded it in not a BMW. Only drove the car in the summer but that did not prevent many costly
repairs once the warranty was over. Major coolant leak leading to engine damage covered by
warranty , cooling fan replaced, passenger window motor, 2 batteries, alternator, 6 CD changer
malfunctioned, steering alignment could never be done properly leading to uneven tire wear on
expensive Dunlops, bad sunroof windnoise that "could not be fixed", excessive road noise,
clunky transmission, check engine light "forever" ON, low battery warning would appear often. I
wanted BMW i rather than il! I was searching for one for a long time till I got this one. Very
comfortable luxury sedan with sporty handling and plenty of power! Really a cool car even after

8 years! It's charisma did not fade all these years, paint looks new. I have a flawless grey
exterior,but wait Grayish blue!? What color blind person made this interior? I didn't like the
interior color at all, since the car was clean, and left with no other choice I've been forced to buy
this BMW! Mechanically it is a good vehicle though. I am still puzzled, which guy with right
frame of mind would make such an ugly color for a classy car? From the day i bought until now,
every week i drop off the car for repair. I am broke, I did not know that I am paying for the BMW
mess, mistake, for not making the better engine and computer complication. I think it is the time
for i BMW recall. Whoever owns and has problems with car, like i mentioned before, should go
public, media and have BMW fixed their own mess. When I purchased this car, it was covered
under the extended warranty package. Notwithstanding, the car was in the service bay every
two weeks, fixing a sensor, rebooting the computer,checking a warning light. At six years two
months and , KM or post-warranty coverage a new transmission was required; a second
transmission tune-up?? The dealerships are at a loss to completely repair some of the noises
under the hood: it has become a very expensive guessing game. When there was difficulty
starting the car, an alternator and new battery were recommended. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the 7 Series. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Had enough! Most
comfortable and powerful Car! Items per page:. Write a review See all 7 Series for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the 7 Series. Sign Up. The E65 replaced the E38 7 Series and was
produced with petrol and turbo-diesel straight-six and V8 engines, along with a petrol V12
flagship model. The E65 was the first BMW vehicle to include the iDrive infotainment system
and the controversial exterior styling overseen by Chris Bangle marked a significant departure
from traditional BMW styling. Other new features included active anti-roll bars, a six-speed
automatic transmission, an electronic Smart Key dispensing with the traditional metallic key ,
and night vision. The i model also utilised the world's first production V12 engine to use direct
injection. In late , the E65 7 Series was replaced by the F01 7 Series. After a competition
between 20 designers, Adrian van Hooydonk 's design was approved in the spring of BMW's
board of directors were keen to move the company's image into the future, and the initial styling
sketches from by Adrian van Hooydonk were of a fastback body style - even more radical than
the eventual production model. The rear end styling was nicknamed "Bangle Butt" by critics,
due to the elongated rear bootlid. The E65 contained many departures from automotive interior
design conventions. BMW removed the traditional console mounted gear selector, replacing it
with a steering-column mounted stalk [17] [22] in favour of two cup holders. The e-brake is
controlled using a button on the dashboard. Unlike most BMWs since including the E65's
predecessor and successor , the centre instrument panel is not angled towards the driver. The
V8 models were the first to use the then-new BMW N62 V8 engine, which was the world's first
engine to use a continuously variable-length intake manifold. Many of the functions such as
climate, navigation , seat heating, telephony, and car settings were incorporated into a single
system allowing for centralised control. Early versions of iDrive were criticised for complicated
menu structures and a steep learning curve. The first generation of the system relied on CD
media for map data. In March , the maps switched to DVD format, [35] a faster processor was
used and a 'Menu' and 'Customisable' button were added below the control knob. In , dedicated
buttons were added to change radio stations or skip tracks [36] and a brighter screen was used
for the 8. The E65 was the flagship model [37] and the most technologically advanced car
produced by BMW at the time. The E66 long-wheelbase models, badged "Li" were introduced in
June E65 High Security models are designed to withstand attacks, and meet the requirements of
the B7 weapons standard. BMW offers a buyback service for High Security models up to 7 years
old, which are inspected then resold to potential customers worldwide. A training course is also
offered to owners and chauffeurs, and teaches car control in case of emergency situations. The
BMW Hydrogen 7 is a limited production hydrogen-fueled model. Only cars were made, which
were leased to high-profile customers, in order to promote the use of hydrogen vehicles. The
Alpina B7 prototype was introduced to the public at the Geneva Motor Show in March, and the
production version was later unveiled at the Frankfurt Motor Show. The Alpina B7 uses a
supercharged version of the 4. Exterior changes include a rear spoiler [46] and inch traditional
Alpina multi-spoke style wheels. Interior changes include sports seats, an Alpina instrument
cluster, a three spoke steering wheel with shift buttons, and a silver plated production plaque. A
total of cars were produced, [ citation needed ] including cars for North America. In March , the
facelift also known as "LCI" models began production. Automatic highbeam headlamps BMW
High-Beam Assistant was introduced at the same time, whereby the high beam headlights are
automatically activated in dark areas and temporarily deactivated when oncoming traffic is
detected. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Adrian van Hooydonk , Chris
Bangle. Petrol: 3. Main article: BMW Hydrogen 7. Main article: Alpina B7 E Archived from the
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Germany: Dingolfing. Full-size luxury car F. M54B30 3. N52B30 3. N62B36 3. N62B40 4. N62B44
4. N62B48 4. N73B60 6. M57D30TU 3. M57D30TU2 3. M67TUD40 3. M67D44 4. M67TUD44 4. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
pdf manuals free download
2011 ford focus owners manual pdf
2002 nissan altima radio replacement
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

